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6.5

Combining bells with campanario is a good idea, 

but the shaded bell with brighter and out of 

focus tower is not working. 





7.5

Nice, tight portrait of the dog. Could be a bit 

sharper.





7.5

The contrast in skin textures really tells the 

story. Overexposed blanket in lower left corner is 

big problem. Knitted portion of cap could be 

cloned into that area and cropping top and left 

would also help minimize the very bright areas. 

Picture is the baby's face and the hand.





8.5

Great action in both surfer and wave. Might be 

stronger if cropped a bit off the left. Keep the 

surfer with his colorful garb on the left third line.





6.5

Arrangement of the orchids and vegetation is 

good and the container's color is similar to the 

centers of the main blossoms. Border is needed 

to define extent of image but a darker hue from 

within the image would be better. Overall lack of 

sharpness hurts. Use a tripod and stop down the 

lens.





7

Good placement of the sun. Nice play of light. 

Image is rotated clockwise, look at tree reflection 

in creek. Should be vertical. Color balance a bit 

cyan/blue, especially rocks. Obvious spot 

darkening in sky. Could be sharper.





9

Beautiful color, highlighted by green center. 

Sharp focus on pollen grains and petal edges are 

adequate. Lighting give nice three dimensional 

feel. Green border good, maybe a bit darker 

and/or desaturated.





7

The moody greens fading in the distance gives 

the feeling of an Oriental brush painting. Main 

interest is across that lower central area. Sky and 

empty branches don't help and bright pond on 

left edge is distracting. Cropping would definitely 

improve the image.





8.5

Great nature story. Striking red eyes and yellow 

beaks of parents is good color impact. Focus is 

somewhat soft.





8

Maker has done a very good presentation of the 

rock art. Including enough of the surroundings to 

enhance the composition.





8

Tough to get these birds in flight without strobe 

flash units. Motion blur of wings is acceptable. 

Background handled quite well. Might crop top 

and bottom to omit corner dark spots, or clone 

out. Border not necessary, but if used should be 

a darker, more muted orange brown.





6.5

Clever title and it is needed to tell the story. 

Tight shot is not compositionally pleasing. A 

wider shot and possibly in use on the sand would 

be stronger.





7.5

Adorable kitten in a cute pose, but it's fur could 

be sharper.  White background doesn't help and 

possibly could be selected and another color 

used. 





8.5

Nice wing position on the gull. Out of focus 

pylons make a good background. Body feathers 

could be sharper.





8

Good exposure on the hippo in tough lighting. 

Face of hippo sharp but depth of field has the 

birds not as much in focus.





9

Great composition and action. Stong

photojournalism.





8

Spot lighting on water spots is quite nice. 

Bacground well handled. Crop or clone out single 

petal on left edge.





6

Colors and composition are working well, but 

image lacks the feel of a photographic origin.





6.5

The inclusion of the wall art with similar colors as 

the woman's shirt works well. If only the kitten 

was in a studious pose as well, would have made 

a nice story.





6.5

Excellent graphic image with strong symmetry 

and colors. But the tree needed to be in focus, 

not the bottom step. Tripod, stop down, and 

focus at least 1/3 of the way into the image. 

Maybe could be sharpened digitally.





8

Nice composition. I really like that no sky was 

shown. Background gives good setting and plant 

is good foreground.





9

Extremely strong nature story. All 4 faces are 

clearly seen. High visual impact.





8.5

Excellent exposure and shutterspeed. Right time 

of day and good composition of an iconic 

waterfall.





8

Strong photojournalism story. Good composition. 

Artist could have face lightened just a bit.





9

High action interest, wave and angles of arms, 

legs, board, and tether. Great expression.





9

Very strong landscape. Good depth of field. 

Might crop top to maximize strength of 

mountains.
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8

Dynamic shot of the sea gull. Head nice and 

sharp. Good range of tones. Better if the 

vignetting on the right side matched the left. 

Slight halo around wing tips.





7

Literal flower explosion and the centered 

composition works. Lighting has obscured much 

of the petal texture with the overexposure.





8.5

Wonderfully composed landscape. The slight 

toning really fits the subject. For me, the broad 

bright border and especially the dark edges at 

the top spoils the image. When a border is the 

lightest tone and against the black of the 

surrounding area, the eye is drawn to that. No 

border and it would have been a 9.





8

In contrast, this lovely image, with an Oriental 

brush painting feel, needs a slim, darker grey 

border to define the edges. The actual 

composition is lost against the black.





8

Great range of tones from white to black. 

Composition is OK, but a strong image might be 

to crop off the top layer of clouds, the left side 

into the tree leaving that lower branch clear of 

the edge, and enough off the right side to put 

the little house on the lower right "crash point."





7.5

Beautiful tonality in the wings which are in a 

great position. The lack of focus in the head is 

problematic. Selective sharpening just that area 

would help.





7.5

Humerous title and image. Good range of tones. 

He would make a great portrait subject.





6.5

The extreme contrast in the Day of the Dead 

figurines is well handled as is the position of the 

main couple. Apparent grab shot of displayed 

merchandise. Image needed more input from the  

photographer. Cropping and creative vignetting 

would have helped. 





7

Nice graphic pattern of the roadways. The sliver 

of sky at top left should be cropped or better yet 

cloned out.





6.5

Great exposure and tonality. Just not sharp 

enough, especially the edges.





7.5

The composition is quite good as is the range of 

tones. Interesting optical illusion as the buildings 

are square to the edges, but the diagonal of the 

boards on the barn face give a feeling there is a 

tip to the right. A little less sky would make the 

barn and silo a bit more imposing. Too much 

area above buildings and mountains minimizes 

their importance.





8

Strong diagonal graphic with nice texture and 

good range of tones. Out of focus lower right 

should be cropped. 
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9

Great detail and nice presentation of this old 

barn. Buildings always best when showing two 

sides. Shadows well handled.





8.5

Interesting interior details with a lot to view. Nice 

composition and excellent exposure.





8.5

Wonderful shot for both architecture and Photo 

Travel. Iconic red buses on bridge an extra. Big 

Ben seems a bit tipped. Could be corrected with 

Perspective edit, always condense top area don't 

expand. Slight rotation could work also. Sky is 

not needed, especially the dust spot.





8

The green areas add to the depth of the arches 

study as does the wooden structure in the 

foreground. Red pot well placed.





7.5

Peaceful scene that is well composed and 

exposed. Vegetation is somewhat obscruing the 

architectural details.





7.5

Ominous sky provides a nice background as does 

the second windmill. If possible, a vertical 

showing more of the reflection would have been 

stronger.





7

Well composed detail of the old arches. The 

lighting of the interior arches and perhaps lens 

flattens the depth and makes the structure a bit 

hard to read.





9

Strong overhead sunlight enhances the texture of 

the structure and shows the depth of the layers 

of walls and columns. The green vegetation adds 

nice contrast.





8

Nice graphic interior shot. The symmetry works 

here and the wider double border enhances this 

image.





9

Fantastic shot. Inclusion of the tower structure 

adds a lot. Great exposure and the foreground 

garden is just enough.





8

Interesting angle and composition of some nice 

interior details. A bit more decorative than 

structure, but the graphic construction of the 

palm trees is very reminisent of the large three 

dimensional metallic Christmas trees on the tops 

of the light poles that lined Hollywood Blvd. 

every December.
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7

The blues, purple, and red in the multiple art 

objects is very well done. The bright green on the 

sphere in the foreground spoils the image for 

me. Had that been in the purplish tones it would 

have been so much better.





8

The technique used is quite effective. The second 

butterfly is a nice echo of shape and does not 

conflict. It would be stronger with the whiter 

areas toned down to the pinkish hues.





7.5

Position and design of the wood coil is quite 

nice. It is too bad the leading part is not sharp. 





8

The water on glass has created an appealing 

image. Tighter cropping to central area would 

make a stronger image. 





9

Very striking and thought provoking image. 

Compositition and exposure is excellent. 





8.5

Colorful and graphic image. Biggest wheel is a 

nice center of interest. Maybe a bit cropped off 

the top would be stronger. Also the bottom is a 

bit bright.





7.5

The pastel coloration and shape are pleasing. 

The white area is the strongest center of interest 

but lacks interest. The lower central area has 

good interest and increasing contrast there 

would help;





8.5

Good combination of images. The orange at top 

is a little bit intense, but would work better if the 

cacti, etc. had just a bit of that color, looking like 

it was reflecting the sky.





6.5

The concept of showing the plant's leaves in 

different stages plus the blue berries makes a 

pleasing image.The upper portion is not adding 

to the display. The out of focus, central green 

twig really detracts.
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